About the system

ON TRACK is a GPS Tracking mobile application that helps to track the routes, stoppages, arrival time, delays, etc. This system is developed by ACS, pioneer in software development, providing state of the art software solutions to its varied clientele. ON TRACK is an easy to understand application, based on the methodologies for transportation routing, scheduling, planning and communication.

Categories:
- School Bus Tracking
- Vehicle Tracking
- Team Tracking
- Child Tracking

School Bus Tracking

Child safety is of paramount importance, especially while children are travelling on the school bus between home and the educational institutions. ON TRACK has come up with a comprehensive school bus tracking system.

We also provide Parent Application facility —
- Easy to Track
- On the Map Tracking for Bus Location
- Driver Contact
- In case of delay you can track the bus without bothering the driver and conductor
- Features Real Time
- Distance from the Current Stop
- Children Safety
Vehicle Tracking

ON TRACK is GPS, tracking device which track’s the vehicle on real time. User can do fleet tracking and management via mobile phones and computers.

**Useful For**
- Public Transport
- Fleet Tracking
- Personal Vehicle Tracking

**Features –**
- Tracking Via Web or GPRS
- Live Location Report

Team Tracking

A light-weight app installed in GPS enabled smart phones of the employees or any field staff which silently works in background and sends information to the server.

**Key Features –**
- Real time data,
- Team Member’s mobile will be converted into tracking device by downloading one simple app as ON TRACK.
- No additional data and speed required.

Child Tracking

Child Tracking (Protect your Loved Ones)

With the increase in crime against children, most of the parents are concerned about their child’s safety when at school and at play ground. In order to overcome the unending woes & worries of parents, we have come up with ON TRACK, which provides peace of mind to the parents in terms of safety of their kids.

**Features & Advantages –**
- Real Time Tracking
- Small n Portable
- Always On
- SOS Button
- Track History
- Durable Device